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Materials:

•  Kumihimo braiding disk 
(available at many craft 
stores)

•  Katia Gatsby yarn in gold, 
color #20, and silver, color 
#06  (available from yarn-
market.com)

•  Kazuri pendant bead and 
round beads (available on-
line at kazuriwest.com) 

•  Round glass beads of differ-
ent sizes

•  Medium-fine beading wire

•  two cone-shaped end cap 
jewelry findings 

•  two cylinder-shaped end 
cap jewelry finding

•  one clasp

•  Four jump rings or split rings 

•  e6000 adhesive

•  Sewing thread

Golden Sunset Kumihimo 
Beaded Necklace
L i n d a  G e t t m a n n
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“Ba bling! Ba bang! Ba boom!” says this wildly sequined woven creation—just 
what you want to top off that classy white suit or slinky little black dress. I 

used extraordinarily novel novelty yarns with my rigid-heddle loom to weave a special 
night-out accessory. The Lucci and Prism yarns with their combination of different fibers 
and bling are so much fun to play with! (This scarf can be a good stashbuster or a great 
excuse to indulge in a skein of some luscious novelty yarn that calls to you, so be creative.)

And since there is no such thing as too much bling, the scarf is paired with an elegant 
gold-tone beaded kumihimo necklace. The braid is made from a light gold and silver 
novelty yarn. The beads are a combination of Kazuri ceramic beads from the women’s 
cooperative in Kenya, unicorn glass rounds, gold “pearls,” gold findings, and a gold toggle 
clasp.

It’s quick, easy, and so indulgent. So saddle up (or warp up) and ride off into a Golden 
Sunset for your night on the town! 

Weaving instructions for Linda’s scarf can be 
found in Handwoven September/October 
2013, page 44 

to make the round 
kumihimo braid:

Measure a total of 8 strands, 6 gold and 
2 silver, of Katia Gatsby yarn, each 50” 
long.  

arrange on a kumihimo braiding disk in 
the order shown in Figure 1.

Rotate the strands in the order shown in 
Figure 2.

to assembLe the 
neckLace:

String the pendant bead and round 
beads in the desired order onto the me-
dium-fine beading wire.  
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String the cone-shaped finding on to the 
beading wire with the wide opening fac-
ing away from the beads.  one end of 
the kumihimo cords will be concealed 
within this finding.

to attach the kumihimo braid, sew each 
end of beading wire into the end of the 
kumihimo braid. 

Secure the braid and beading wire inside 
the cone using e6000 adhesive.  

Determine how long you want the neck-
lace to be and wrap each side of the 
braid with sewing thread.

cut the braid outside of the wrap and 
secure with e6000 adhesive. 

Secure each end inside of a cylinder-
shaped finding

attach the cylinder finding to the clasp 
using jump rings or split rings.  
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

2. Steps

Katia Gatsby gold, color #20

Katia Gatsby silver, color #06

1. Setup


